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for tonight. At fi rst, I think it’s because I’m just in a towel and dripping 
all over her fl oor. But no, she’s reading her shells—divination—and 
her swear means they said something she’s didn’t want to know.

Tía Lucia looks up and rolls her eyes. My heart sinks. She’s not 
coming with me tonight—it’s all over her face. And here I am about 
to be dressed and ready. “You go ’head, Mateo,” she sighs.

“But Tía5.5.5.”
Tonight is the Grande Fete, the biggest night of the year for us 

Galeranos, and my aunt has never missed an opportunity to carry 
on, gossip, and dance the night away. Plus she’s one of the three 
members of the Cabildo, our leadership council, and it’ll be a whole 
thing, her not showing up.

But something in those cowrie shells told her she has more 
important matters to attend to. She’s been divining for longer than 
I’ve been alive, and she doesn’t play around when it comes to mes-
sages from the spirits. So she shrugs. “Asi es.” That’s just what it is.

Thing is: this isn’t just a regular Fete. Tonight, Councilwoman 
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Anisette Bisconte will name her successor on the Cabildo, and 
everyone knows it’ll be Tolo Baracasa. At just eighteen, he’d be the 
youngest member of our leadership trinity, but he seems like he was 
born for it. Tolo comes from a long line of pirates and inherited the 
nightclub we all gather in, along with all the nefarious dealings that 
go with it.

Yeah, yeah, politics, whatever. The real reason tonight matters—
to me, anyway—is that because it’s such an important Fete, Maestro 
Grilo Juan Gerval is supposed to be there. It’s one of those rare 
nights he’s not o6  performing at concert halls across the world 
alongside other icons. And that means he’ll hear me play keys. He 
might even sing! Maybe he’ll realize I’m destined to bring our music 
to the world along with him, and he’ll pull me out of high school and 
away from the local festivities circuit to go hit the road, and I’ll just 
step on into the rest of my music-fi lled life5.5.5. right?

What’s wrong? Aunt Miriam asks Tía Lucia, shattering my fantasy 
in a voice that implies an extinction-level event is at hand (she uses 
this tone at least forty-fi ve times a day). Dead people are a trip, man. 
Aunt Miriam has been a spirit almost as long as the sixteen years 
I’ve been alive. She must’ve been a wisp of a woman in life—long 
and slender, with aggressive cheekbones and a slight smile. Now, 
you can just barely make out those sharp features on her translucent 
shroud. The harsh glare of our overhead lamps fl ushes right through 
her, only glinting slightly o6  the edges of her spectral form.

She and Tía Lucia and I all live in this tiny apartment o6  
 Fulton Street in Little Madrigal, a hidden-away nook at the far end 
of Brooklyn. It’s just a couple hundred of us and a scattering of 
Dominicans, Puerto Ricans, and Ecuadorians who mostly mind 
their own business and don’t mess much with all the weird politics 
of the people from the lost island.

You’re not going, Lucia? You’re already all made up and pretty!
And it’s true: a colorful silky scarf conceals Tía Lucia’s short, 
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bleach blond curls. Bright purple lipstick shines from her mouth, and 
she’s done up her cheeks with rouge. That aquamarine eyeliner is 
the fi nishing touch, and I know she spent at least an hour standing 
in front of her vast makeup selection, going back and forth about 
what color to use. She’s a small, round woman, my aunt, but when 
she’s armored up in all that regalia and paint, she seems to tower 
over everyone around her.

“Nada.” Tía Lucia wraps up the shells and shoves a cigar in 
her mouth. “I’m still going, just a little later.” She only lights that 
thing when she’s super stressed out, almost never. Otherwise she just 
chews on it till it’s mulch and replaces it every once in a while. Gross. 
She turns to me. “You go ahead without me, Mateo.”

Suddenly, her eyes narrow and I realize, a second too late, 
that I’m still just in a towel, dripping all over her, which means an 
extinction-level event may now actually be at hand—“¿Y MI PISO, 
COÑO?” Tía Lucia yelps and stands up, and I scatter into my bed-
room and close the door before any chancleta torpedoes can fl y 
through it.

I’m pulling on my suit pants—I hate suit pants—and fussing with 
my phone to pull up my get-ready music, when I hear a mu7  ed 
argument on the other side of the door. Aunt Miriam trying to con-
vince Tía Lucia to go, probably, but also5.5.5. is one of them crying?

This is none of my business.
I hit play and lean my phone against the mirror as the video of 

Gerval comes to life and his voice rises over whatever’s happening 
in the living room.

It’s from a live show a few months ago. They’re covering an old 
Galerano bolero, some murder song—all these old ditties are either 
about praising God, falling in love, or murdering someone (some-
times all three at once)—and the band has fallen into a fi erce vamp 
while Gerval stands at the edge of the stage and just lets out a howl. 
He’s only a year or two older than me, but that howl over those 
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jangling chords sounds like an ancient battle cry, and the crowd 
devours it, breathless, screaming.

On the small screen, Gerval fl ashes a wily grin.
And of course he’s grinning: Gerval went and broke the one rule 

of San Madrigal’s traditional musicians, the kameros: he blew up. 
We’re supposed to be heard and not seen, you see. Sea espiritu, is what 
people say to kameros before we go on stage. Say-ah espee-ree-tu—be 
like a spirit, basically, let the light pass through you. It’s from an old 
instruction manual by one of the back-in-the-day masters, a great-
great-great grandpa of mine, in fact, Archibaldo Coraje Medina. 
He supposedly lost his mind and started playing creepy, nonsensical 
music late at night in the plaza, but before that he was one of San 
Madrigal’s number one kama composers. Walking around with a 
name like Archibaldo is probably stressful, though.

Anyway, what a legacy, right?
But I get it: our work isn’t about us, it’s about the music. And 

personally, I’m much happier vanishing into the shadows. Besides 
my family and my best friend, Tams, I don’t really know how to talk 
to people. Unseen works for me.

But Gerval threw together an album of redone Galerano hits in 
the little music studio on Fulton, and one went viral and suddenly 
his face was everywhere we looked, grinning from our TV screens 
and phones, there on stage with some famous pop star that everyone 
cared about except us, touring the world.

And since he’s been gone, I’ve been the one playing most of the 
weddings, bar mitzvahs, funerals, which is cool and all but5.5.5. kind 
of a dead end, no pun intended.

Tonight, though5.5.5. tonight is my chance to jump on board with 
Gerval and help bring our music to a wider audience. I don’t want 
to be in the spotlight like him, just one of the guys in the band, there 
in the shadows, doing what I love.

I pull on my dress shirt and it sticks to my still-damp skin, but 
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I barely notice because here comes the part I love most: the howl 
swings up into a kind of siren-wail and the band jumps keys and 
unleashes a frenzy of tight staccato hits as Gerval works his way 
back down the scale. You can see him making eye contact with the 
drummer, bopping his head in time, and then the camera follows his 
gaze to a bulky, tall fi gure at the far end of the stage: Trucks. That’s 
Gerval’s body man. He’s always wearing a helmet with a visor and 
all kinds of heavy military gear—just walks around cosplaying a riot 
cop, basically—but I guess when you’re an icon like Gerval it makes 
sense to have someone like that constantly at your side.

Trucks and Gerval trade a nod and then the band falls into a 
series of solos.

I fi nish buttoning my shirt, shaking my head at the way the 
whole moment comes together. I’m probably responsible for a good 
half of the eleven million views this video has on YouTube, but it still 
amazes me the way they move so smooth through all those changes 
without a word being spoken. If I had to guess, they probably didn’t 
even rehearse that—they just know.

Goals, man. Goals.
Anyway, the thin line of my goatee has just today reached the 

thin line of my mustache, which makes today basically my bar mitz-
vah, and it’s a fresh October night, the kind that’s perfect for entire 
lives to change forever, so I slide one arm and then the next into my 
suit jacket, roll my shoulders back to get the whole thing in order, 
and walk out into the living room.

And the most awkward silence I’ve ever known.
“What’s5.5.5. uh5.5.5. what’s up?” I ask into my two aunts’ inordi-

nately blank stares.
You’re not going to tell him, Lucia? Aunt Miriam demands.
“Tell me what?”
Tía Lucia waves o6  her deceased wife and me. “Nada. Go on. 

Don’t forget to salute the santos on your way out.” She opens her 
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big fl eshy arms for a hug. There’s no getting information out of her 
she doesn’t want to give. Whatever’s going on, she’ll tell me when 
she’s good and ready. I cross the room and lean over. It’s like a cloud 
of Florida water travels everywhere that woman goes, I swear. The 
sharp, spicy scent sizzles my nostrils as she wraps around me and 
then holds me at arm’s length and says, “Escucha.”

Gotta be my aunt’s favorite word of all the languages she speaks. 
I could be, as I am now, staring directly at her, at full attention, com-
pletely tuned in, all ears, and she will still command me to listen. 
“I’m listening, Tía.”

She squints at me, because we go through this constantly. Then 
she softens. I notice the slightest tremble in her hands. Too much of 
that good strong Puerto Rican co6 ee, maybe. Or maybe it’s what-
ever those shells told her that has her shook, literally. “Be careful 
tonight, Mateo. A ver no te toquen at ti.”

Predictably cryptic. Make sure they don’t pick you, or touch you, or that 
it’s not your turn, depending on who you ask and when. Typical tía-
type messiness. She loves getting woo-woo after reading her shells. 
Plus, since I supposedly almost died as a baby, both my tías and my 
parents get a little extra precious with me sometimes. You can see it 
in their eyes, the sudden memory of whatever strange illness I had. 
No matter how much I’ve worked out, or how much taller I am than 
all of them (a lot), I just become this tiny fragile thing again, their 
baby.

Still, this one sounded more ominous than usual.
“What do you mean, Tía?”
She nods at the bookshelf where various soup tureens and vases 

house her spirits. “Dobale, m’ijo.” Doh-bah-ley—it means salute.
And yeah, the whole set up is beautiful, don’t get me wrong. She 

has me wrap them in colorful, silky fabrics every year on the anni-
versary of her initiation as a Santera (which is coming up, actually), 
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and each is adorned with sacred implements, ceremonial blades, 
and tacky porcelain animals.

The three original spirits of San Madrigal—the ones that, 
according to myth, emerged from the ether when our island rose 
from the sea—glare from paintings on the wall around the altar. 
There’s the island’s namesake, Madrigal herself, majestic and radi-
ant over the sea in her shimmering, gold-lined magenta robes. Beside 
her is Okanla, the Destroyer, a badass warrior woman, her face 
covered by chains dangling from her elaborate silver headgear, and 
each hand holding a machete—one large, the other shorter. And 
then there’s Galanika, a stern and ridiculously bu6  older guy with 
a scar running down one side of his face and a frown to match it.

I’ll be honest: It’s been about a year since my parents and I 
agreed it was time for them to stop taking me along to disaster 
areas all over the world—in part so I could fi nish high school in 
Brooklyn—and I’ve been with my aunt here in Little Madrigal that 
whole time, but I’m still not totally used to all this spirit stu6  she’s 
got going on. Mom and Dad are doctors, science people. They love 
data, facts, things that can be proven. We always dipped in and 
out of the neighborhood throughout my childhood. Usually just 
long enough for me to take some music lessons, and later, play some 
events. Then we’d be o6  again, to some new catastrophe. It sounds 
exciting, but mostly it meant me studying music in a hotel room 
while they risked their lives at some rundown clinic.

But Tía Lucia’s santos—or orishas, they’re also called—I don’t 
really go in for all that stu6 . And I know what you’re thinking: 
Mateo, you literally live with a dead woman. But the dead are one 
thing, and santos are a whole other. They’re like supercharged spirits, 
got all kinds of powers and complicated backstories and intertwined 
connections and stu6 . It’s beyond me.

I just play my music, drink lots of water, and mind my business.
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I do go through the motions, though, mostly so I don’t get in 
trouble. But that’s all it is: going through the motions.

My hand taps the wicker mat in front of the altar and I kiss my 
fi ngers. It’s not a full salute, just enough to appease my tía. I blow 
an air smooch to my dead aunt, nod once more at my living one, 
and head for the door.

Sea espiritu, Aunt Miriam calls after me, and I know she’s winking, 
because Galeranos can never let something have just one meaning; 
every possible pun must be mined, and get it? She’s a spirit. I just 
shake my head with a chuckle.

There’s a little wooden doohicky on the wall and I tap that, 
too—yes, it’s called a mezuzah, not a doohicky—and kiss my hand. 
Then I do a little two-step in front of the small stone head with 
cowrie-shell eyes that’s glaring up at me from the fl oor—he’s Elegba, 
the santo who makes mischief at the crossroads. And fi nally, that’s 
it! I’m done! I’m practically out5.5.5.

.5 .5 . until I almost trip over a tiny furry lump sleeping on the 
doormat. After running the gauntlet of tías and spirits and sacred 
doohickies, there’s one fi nal boss who must be defeated in order to 
escape the Medina house. Fwezeeeeeeeeblorppp! comes the only warn-
ing I get, and that would be Farts the chihuahua. Well, his name is 
Dash, but no one calls him that. We call him his favorite thing to do. 
“Later, Farts,” I say as I step over him, close the door, then pause in 
the dim exterior hallway to catch my breath.

Through the thin door, I hear the fl ick fl ick and then fi zz of Tía 
Lucia’s lighter.

�
That musty fall smell fi lls the crisp air—but it’s still just hoodie 
weather, not too cold—and everybody’s out and about.

In these moments, sometimes I think I have taken sea espiritu a 
little too much to heart. This place, it’s my home and not my home. 
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I grew up coming and going, endlessly in and out, and those hotel 
rooms in Karachi, Djibouti, Caracas—the stale air, the ugly carpet 
patterns and mirror frames, the dullness and aggressively neutral 
décor—that was home, too. The man at home in every house is never home, 
one of our old ballads says, and man, I swear it was written about 
me. Always Home, Never Home: the Mateo Matisse Story.

Usually, learning all the intricacies of our songs, that was how I 
found home. Even if I wasn’t here physically, I could play the melo-
dies and chords on my little keyboard, and each memory, fantasy, 
and idea would rise within me, a thread I could pull to fi nd my way 
back.

And now I am back and all I want to do is disappear. Because I 
know my culture, my music, my history5.5.5. but do they know me? 
Hardly. To almost everyone besides Tams and my tía, I’m just that 
weird music kid, the one who was gone a lot, the one who doesn’t 
talk. Stuck somewehere in between, neither here nor there. A ghost.

The train rumbles overhead, and its clanks and growls and 
squeaks join the chatter of ladies waiting to get their hair done out-
side the peluqeria, which gives way to an old drunk guy humming 
to himself as cars whoosh pass, and bodega owner yelling about how 
fresh his mangos are.

It’s so alive, my little corner of Brooklyn, and while I wish Tía 
Lucia had come along tonight, being alone for the walk gives me 
a moment to do my favorite thing: listen. This isn’t what my aunt 
means when she says escucha. She’s talking about doing whatever 
she tells me, being careful or whatever. This is a di6 erent kind of 
listening—listening to the world. It’s what every kamero, every musi-
cian, really, has to learn. That’s what the old maestros teach.

Everyone’s getting ready; the whole neighborhood jitters and 
banters with the excitement of the night ahead. You can hear it in 
the squeals of kids in the park running around the much-gra8  tied 
statue of some colonizer, and you can smell it in the mix of freshly 
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baked bread, perfume, and co6 ee. A little further down, Tortuga 
Mariscos, the best seafood spot this side of Atlantic Ave, must be 
making a special enormous platter for tonight, because you can 
smell that spicy goodness from blocks away.

Little Elegbas peer out from every storefront, and I know there’s 
a mezuzah fastened on the inner slat of each doorframe.

Neighbors chatter and debate, pray and gu6 aw. I let their voices 
slide into the mash-up of sound and add it to the growing tapestry 
of song inside me.

We’re a messy, upside down people, the San Madrigaleros. We 
each hold a hundred contradictions, but we wear them proudly. Our 
genesis sounds more like a bad joke than the actual founding of a 
nation: One stormy night centuries ago, a pirate, a rabbi, and a 
Santero escaped some battle together and watched in awe as the 
island of San Madrigal arose from the Caribbean Sea. This ridicu-
lous trinity settled on it and soon more escapees and outlaws showed 
up—they brought their hopes and fears, gods and demons. They 
made new ones. They fell in love and fought wars, and managed to 
stay out of the vengeful, gluttonous glare of empire for ages. Then, 
fi fteen years ago, that island sunk beneath the waves during a hur-
ricane, and we migrated here, where we’ve been in a spiritual crisis 
and state of constant yearning ever since.

No one really knew about San Madrigal when it existed. It was 
the stu6  of legends, sailors’ delirium, and the dream of pirates and 
revolutionaries—a hideaway. But not one that many people found 
or even believed in. So when it was gone, there was no one to notice 
except the people who lived there. My people.

But at least most of them have a memories to cling to.
Me, I have nothing; don’t remember my birthplace. And because 

I was gone from Little Madrigal for so much of my childhood, mine 
feels like a double diaspora, my own personal haunting.
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And now a whole new form of diaspora is opening up, as the 
fi rst generation born here in the States comes of age. They have real 
documents, unlike their parents, who had to rely on Si Baracasa’s 
extensive false paperwork hook-ups. The kids born after the sinking 
of San Madrigal have never even seen the island we all called home, 
and they never will, because it’s gone forever.

Yet it’s all around us still.
San Madrigal sings and saunters and simmers through these 

Brooklyn streets. I can feel that place rattling and clacking all 
around me as I cross Fulton and head toward Tolo’s club. A tinny 
old timey shanty streams out of Barbudo’s Barber Shop and the 
clack of the clave tack-tacks along beneath it in a series of o6  kilter 
exclamation points, while the accordions wail out the harmonies. 
A rumba sounds from a rooftop nearby, the breezy lows and highs 
of those congas, voices mixing together with acoustic guitars and a 
hoarse wail over the muddled tra8  c.

I take it all in as I stroll, and a melody forms, just like it always 
does. Some kind of rising, falling blend of these di6 erent worlds that 
smashed together so long ago, made us what we are, and led us to 
this weird, exiled world a thousand miles away.

The melody is just getting going when I stop in my tracks and 
everything seems to snap into silence around me.

Tolo’s club is just ahead. It’s all decked out in Christmas lights 
and tacky pirate-themed decorations, and the words +&, 1&/3*4&9 
43&,/$ :$%$ %0,*4.%'' proclaim what’s happening across a bright 
marquee. Tonight’s a big deal for all of us, and for Tolo Baracasa 
more than anyone. The guy’s been waiting his whole life to take over 
his rightful role as pirate leader.

As lit up as the event hall is, though, it’s the fi gure standing in 
the alley around the corner who stops me cold. He’s tall and bulky 
and the orange streetlights glint o6  the face shield of his helmet.
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Trucks. Which means Gerval is somewhere nearby.
Look, I’m not good at the whole talking-to-people thing—just 

give me a keyboard, you know? But I’m especially not good at talking 
to people I look up to. Usually, all the words I’ve planned out and 
practiced mysteriously evaporate the second I open my mouth, so I 
just end up making gurgley noises instead.

And then puking. Ha-ha, just kidding. Usually.
Point is, if I could get the awkward talking-to-Gerval part out of 

the way before the performance, I’d actually enjoy the night instead 
of stressing out, and I’d play better, and then I’d defi nitely get hired 
as his new pianist and tour the world!

So I take one step into the street and open my mouth to say hey
(or, more realistically, just to gurgle), when something moves through 
the shadows toward Trucks. It’s so fast, I just catch a fl icker against 
the darkness as the slight form launches into the air.

“Oh ah um,” I say, my eyes wide, and Trucks looks up at me, 
then spins suddenly, swings one burly arm out and smashes the fi g-
ure hurling at him.

Who appears to be a girl about my age.
I can’t make out her face as she grunts and lands in the shadows. 

It all happens so fast, and Trucks’ bulky frame blocks my view.
I’m not sure whether to run toward them or away; none of this 

makes sense.
She’s already leaped back up to her feet as he swings again, this 

time with one of those extendable billy clubs that dudes like Trucks 
buy online to feel more like cops.

The girl slides nimbly out of the way and then—bap, bap!—I 
hear the sharp thunks of fi sts fi nding their mark, and Trucks stum-
bles back a step, arms fl ailing.

It all seems to slow as a rare, trembly music opens up inside me. 
Songs just come when they feel like it—there’s no logic to it. This 
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music, the music of their fi ght, is like nothing I’ve ever heard: shrill 
and melodic, with a splatter of snare hits beneath and a thunderous 
bellow throughout.

She’s on him in seconds, climbing his body like a tree. Then 
Trucks lets out a guttural kind of burp that’s cut o6  suddenly and 
becomes more of a whistle. He drops to his knees and keels forward, 
cracking his face shield on the pavement.

He’s dead. He’s defi nitely dead.
She stands over him, panting, a blade in one hand. As she looks 

down at what she’s done, her slim shoulders rise and fall. Her thick 
red hair is pulled back in two afropu6 s and her face is a few shades 
darker than mine. Above her round glasses, her brow is creased with 
fury.

I know her.
That’s Chela Hidalgo.
I grew up with Chela. She’s Rabbi Hidalgo’s daughter, and Tolo 

Baracasa’s cousin. We don’t know each other that well ’cause she’s 
super quiet and minds her business even more than I do.

Well, I thought she did, anyway.
She just murdered a man. Right in front of my eyes.
And then, because I’m the biggest shmo in the universe and 

because, let’s be honest, I’m in shock, I go, “Ahm5.5.5. urg?”
I don’t even know what that was supposed to mean. It’s just a 

useless sound I let escape from my useless mouth, which is hanging 
open uselessly.

Now we’re staring at each other, ten feet apart with a dead 
body between us. She’s still out of breath, but her expression is fi rm, 
not surprised. It says I will kill again if I have to. And mine probably 
says about what I’m thinking: OHMYGODOHMYGODOHMYGOD 
WHAT DID I JUST SEE WHAT THE OHMYGOD HELPPP.

She takes one step toward me, her eyes narrowing, and then a 
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strange blue light erupts in the air like a slow-mo lightning fl ash, and 
suddenly standing between us is a shimmering form in a hooded 
robe looking like Death himself.

Both Chela and I take a step back, our mouths open, our faces 
lit with that blue glow. I can’t see under the hood.

I’m not sure who to be more afraid of.
And I don’t have time to decide, because with a fl ash and fi zzle, 

the fi gure vanishes. I wouldn’t believe it really happened except 
Chela clearly saw it, too.

Very slowly, very deliberately, she looks at me. Then she turns 
and walks away, vanishing like a phantom into the shadows of the 
alley.

As soon as she’s gone, I lean over and puke my guts out.
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SUV with tinted windows rolls up between me and Trucks’ body.

The shimmering form is gone. So is Chela.
It’s just me and the dead guy. And then the door on the far side 

opens and I hear the clomping of boots. A few seconds later, the 
SUV screeches o6  and the body is gone. And then it’s just me.

A man just died. I saw him die.
I’ve seen dead bodies before—plenty, thanks to playing music 

for all those funerals. But that’s a whole other thing from watching 
someone go from person to corpse in the span of a few seconds. 
Another wave of nausea rises in me, but there’s nothing left in me 
to hurl. I don’t know if Trucks had a family, people who would miss 
him5.5.5. I barely know anything about the guy except that he’s been 
hanging around Gerval like a bodyguard ever since Gerval got big.

A man just died, and a girl I know killed him. Right there across 
the street.

The way his body went loose as his life left5.5.5. it keeps hammer-
ing through me.
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For a few more moments, I just stand there, trying to catch my 
breath, failing miserably.

Let me tell you something about us Galeranos: we don’t call the 
cops. It’s just not done. That’s what happens when an island is full 
of pirates and people escaping either slavery or the Inquisition—a 
healthy distrust of authority fi gures codifi es. It’s canon, and that 
carried on to our diaspora here in Brooklyn unabated. Plus, we’re 
mostly one shade of brown or another. So, it’s only when an NYPD 
cruiser glides quietly past that I realize calling 9-1-1 is technically 
what you’re supposed to do when you witness a murder.

Two pairs of eyes glare out at me from the front seat as the 
squad car rolls by. I stand perfectly still, but I’m sweating from my 
puke party and breathing all heavy, plus I’m tall for my age and just 
brown enough to makes cops unsure which box to profi le you into 
(and non-cops ask all kinds of probey questions about where you’re 
from).

Those glares make me feel like I did something wrong even 
though I defi nitely didn’t.

Well, maybe I aided and abetted? Or something? I have no idea. 
I just know I’m terrifi ed and confused, and also, why are there cops 
cruising around Little Madrigal right now? They tend to stay out of our 
way, especially on the night of the Grand Fete. That was the whis-
pered understanding Si Baracasa brokered with some on-the-take 
brass at the local precinct, back when he was running these streets, 
scaring away well-to-do college students to make room for a migra-
tion he assumed would be coming any time. And when our diaspora 
went from a trickle to a fl ood (probably much more dramatically 
than Si could’ve imagined), Anisette Bisconte solidifi ed that loose 
working arrangement into a fi rm understanding with the NYPD: no 
guns in Little Madrigal means no cops in Little Madrigal. We can 
stab and beat one another into bloody pulps, but as long as no shots 
ring out, the cops will keep clear of this whole district.
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Yet some just drove past.
Doesn’t matter.
I mean, it does. But right now, it can’t.
There’s nothing for me to do, no move to make, no one left to 

help. I could tell someone inside the club, but, like, tell them what? 
A girl I know ninja-assassined Trucks and then a shimmering guy showed up 
and then an SUV snatched Trucks’ corpse oh and I puked. There’s no girl, 
no body, no SUV, no license plate memorized, got no idea who was 
driving. It’s just me and my puke.

Plus, and this is really the thing: I have no idea who’s on what 
side of what. I follow local politics even less than I keep up with Tía 
Lucia’s spiritual lore-talk. For all I know I could be telling the people 
who ordered the hit about me witnessing it.

Anyway, I have a gig to play.
Thank God.
When everything else fails, there’s still music. So, after I stand 

there just blinking a few more times, once my breath has caught and 
my heartbeat simmers down, I shake it o6  as best I can and take one 
step forward, then another.

Across the street and up the block.
Under the shining marquis, through the crowd of families wait-

ing to get inside.
Past Big Moses Arroyo the bouncer, who shoots me a solemn 

nod that I return halfway.
Down a narrow, dimly lit corridor.
Out into the main event hall, where the fi nal string lights are 

being hung and tablecloths are sliding into place as waiters from 
Tortuga Mariscos set up chafi ng dishes and burners.

In the middle of it all, as large and languid as an iguana in a 
sauna, is Tolo Baracasa, wearing his usual wide guayabera shirt 
and well-creased slacks. He glares at a tall, thin fi gure in jeans and 
a T-shirt: Maestro Grilo Juan Gerval.
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Gerval’s smile takes up his whole face, and his hair is pulled 
back into a ponytail. He stands with one pointy-toed shoe sticking 
out and a hand on his hip, like some kind of elaborate Flamenco-
dancing swordsman.

I had so many words ready for this moment, said them so many 
times in my head. I knew all the while none of them would come out 
in the right order, because Mateo, but now that I’ve just witnessed 
his body man get murdered, I have even less idea of what I’m sup-
posed to say.

Anyway, it seems like Tolo and Gerval might be getting into it 
over something. Word is they used to be tight in high school, before 
they both dropped out. Then one got famous and the other5.5.5. Well, 
the other runs the pirate syndicate out of this club.

It’s impressive, really. Tolo just turned eighteen; he’s built like a 
refrigerator, and while pretty much everyone loves him, there’s not 
a soul alive who’d want to be on the receiving end of his death-stare. 
Any and all underworld shenanigans that happen in Little Madrigal 
go through him, and he’s about to add the political weight of the 
Cabildo to that, once Anisette Visconte passes on her position as 
pirate rep and we formalize it with a vote.

But the maestro seems utterly unfazed, his smile turned up 
to ten.

I wonder if Gerval knows that his bodyguard just got stabbed up 
by Tolo’s cousin. I also wonder what it must have felt like for Trucks, 
standing there minding his own business, to suddenly end up sucked 
into the eternal void and—

“Earth to Mateooo!” Something soft bounces o6  the back of my 
neck. I whirl around to fi nd my best friend Tams staring up at me 
with a mischievous grin, ready to let fl y another dinner roll. “We 
setting up, or are you staring o6  into space like a fi ve-star goober in 
a ten-dollar suit?”

See, this is how you know everyone loves Tams. She says 
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ridiculous stu6  like that—makes no sense!—and nobody ever has 
any slick comebacks. If I ever tried to let the phrase fi ve-star goober
come out of my mouth—which, fi rst of all, what does that even 
mean?—I’d be mocked to within an inch of my life.

But I don’t care, to be honest, because even on a normal day—
one that doesn’t involve homicide—Tams is the only person outside 
my family who I somehow know how to talk to. Maybe it’s her own 
special magic, but I know that when I talk, she’s not judging me, 
not gauging who I am or where I’ve been. She’s listening. And when 
we don’t know how to say something to one another, we play. The 
music has always felt true when I play with Tams. Just about every 
Galerano kid knows most of these weird old ditties by heart—I had 
to learn them by head, since I was studying them in hotel rooms, far 
away from all the wild street parties. But Tams somehow did both: 
she grew up hearing them all around her, and then went ahead and 
studied the complicated charts and theory behind the songs. She’s 
the only person I know who’s as nerdy as I am, and rebuilding our 
friendship after I’d been gone for months at a time has never felt like 
work, it’s just felt true.

I swallow back another roiling simmer of panic. Trucks keeps 
collapsing over and over again in my mind. But I have to be present. 
I shove it all away, best I can, and say, “I do look pretty good.” Then 
I try a little two-step (the same one I do in front of Elegba), to really 
bring home the point that everything is fi ne even though it’s abso-
lutely not. Dressing up isn’t really my thing, but it’s the Grand Fete. 
My hair is cropped close and I’m wearing some leather bracelets to 
accentuate my (one and only) suit, and hey! Hey, hey!

Tams rolls her eyes. “Alright, calm down, buddy. The bar is 
low for tall dudes. You opt for something better than a T-shirt and 
everyone is in awe. Well, I’m not impressed.”

I fi nish my jig with a spin, almost trip but catch myself, and close 
out with two extra-corny fi nger blasts. “Hey, hey!”
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“For the record, ten dollars is not a lot to pay for a suit, buddy.”
She’s in all white as usual, the brightness contrasting perfectly 

with her dark skin, but this time it looks like a specially tailored suit. 
Elaborate textured patterns seem to dance along the sleeves and 
pants, and her shoes5.5.5. “Is that snakeskin?” I gape.

She bows, answering my two-step with one of her own. “Gator, 
baby. Don’t tell the vegans.”

“I don’t think you have to worry about that here. But5 .5 .5 . you 
didn’t notice!” I make a show of looking disappointed.

“Notice what?”
Jazz hands around my chin don’t help.
She squints at me. “You got a haircut?”
I give up and just point aggressively. “The mustache! The beard? 

They have touched! Eh? Eh?”
She squints harder. “Are we sure the word beard is appropriate 

here?”
“Bah!” I throw my arms in the air.
“Whispers of possible growth follicles on the lower jaw area, 

perhaps?”
“Forget it!”
“Chinsinuations, if you will.”
“Never mind, I said!” But I’m laughing as we head toward the 

band corner. “How we looking?”
Tams nods over to the fully set-up kit, complete with a regular 

jazz snare and toms, kickpedal for the bass drum, congas,  maracas, 
and an extra-large tambourine. “Looking like the percussionist 
always has to get here an hour early while the pianist strolls in fi ve 
minutes before hit time, acting the fool.”

Tolo is walking away, his big bald head shaking slowly back and 
forth, and Gerval is on his phone. I’m not sure if I should tell the 
maestro what happened to Trucks or not, but I can’t now anyway, so 
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I follow Tams to our corner of the performance area and slide into 
my seat at the old wooden piano.

This is my favorite place in the world—the only place where 
things make sense. Here, I can work out the world and its terrors, 
turn them into something malleable. Here, I am unseen, espiritu, like 
a good kamero should be. I can hide.

There’s a crisp certainty to these keys, these notes. No matter 
how terrible I’m feeling, a C minor chord is still a C minor chord. 
No amount of loneliness or homesickness or fear can change that. 
Even witnessing a murder can’t change that. People like to get gooey 
about music, but the truth is, there’s a simple mathematic to all this 
beauty. It’s just pieces fi tting together, notes piling on top of each 
other, shimmering alongside other notes, becoming chords. Chords 
rise and fall, harmonies jangle, dissonance escalates, and our emo-
tions follow. Tension builds, then it shatters. It’s right there on the 
page, hiding in those notes. See? Certainty. A certainty I can vanish 
into when everything else is vague, terrifying, covered in shadow.

And it is, so I do.
My fi ngers dance along the fi rst couple notes of a chord. Some-

thing settles within me. I drop my head back and glimpse scattered 
stars through the huge skylight that makes up most of the ceiling of 
Tolo’s club.

When I was kid, I’d wait till my parents were asleep in the hotel 
room, plug headphones into the little starter keyboard my dad got 
me, and just go to town, playing whatever I wanted, making up ri6 s 
and melodies, chords. They gave me a book of scales for my ninth 
birthday and I had it memorized within a month.

During our brief stints at home, they’d send me around to the 
di6 erent music masters in Little Madrigal. And then everything 
really started clicking: all those winding, overlapping Sefaradi mel-
odies, that mix of joy and sorrow, calling out to God, aching for 
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a lost homeland; the singular hilarious tragedy of the shanty, so 
many voices on top of each other rattling along beneath the relent-
less stomp forward; the call-and-response praise songs for each spirit 
over the rumbling batá drums.

It never felt like I was learning something new, just fi nding out 
the names of harmonies I’d made friends with long before.

And it felt like home. If I couldn’t be in the place itself, the one 
thing I could do was hear it, over and over; I could feel it sliding out 
of my fi ngertips, across those keys, right back into my ears.

On the wall behind me, a mural shows the three archetypal 
founders in a battered raft. A pirate, a rabbi, and a Santero gaze 
up in awe at a beautiful woman made out of light who fl oats above 
the ocean: San Madrigal. A banner across the top reads ,",)& 
>$,)*/0, ,",)& )0,?"*+%&/0—Never defeated, never conquered—our 
motto, which, you know, sounds nice. And it’s true, San Madrigal 
was one of the only Caribbean islands to have made it out of the 
colonial era and into the neocolonial one without ever falling to 
European rule. Of course, that’s mostly because the place was so 
tiny and hard to fi nd that no one bothered conquering us—it’s stra-
tegically useless, really. It was a myth and then it was gone.

And we never had slavery, a point the elders will bring up again 
and again when arguing with other island folk. But really, the bar 
is so low; like, wow, none of our founders owned another human! 
Congrats! No one should get gold stars for the bare minimum, if 
you ask me.

And sometimes I wonder5.5.5.
Tams, now at her kit, catches my eye. “You okay?”
I nod, shake my head, shrug.
On stage, this kid from school, Vedo Bisconte, is warming up 

the crowd with another dry We are all pirates, we are all Sefaradim, we 
are all Santeros-type spoken word joint.

It.
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Is.
Abysmal.
At least he looks appropriately awkward about it—his light-

brown, freckled face is burning with embarrassment, and those big 
puppy eyes keep blinking. And here’s the thing about all that Nunca 
Conquistado stu6  with us. Somehow, we still managed to end up with 
the lightest-skinned folks wielding all the economic power. Vedo, for 
example, is from the wealthiest, most politically connected Galerana 
family. His mom, Anisette, is a city councilwoman and the pirate 
rep on the Cabildo. His dad’s a businessman of some unclear but 
probably corrupt type. And on and on. You can’t tell me that’s coin-
cidence. (They also pretty much raised Gerval after some tragedy 
with his parents, but that’s a whole other story.)

The Hidalgo-Baracasas are one of the only darker-skinned fami-
lies to come anywhere near real wealth—but as far as I’ve heard, 
they had to fi ght for generations to get there.

And because the pirates are in charge of the banking, no one 
really knows where the money comes from. But they’re pirates, so 
the understanding is that they’ve robbed the rich and corrupt, and 
that works well enough for most people.

Tams and I have stayed up for hours trying to fi gure out the 
intricacies of how race and power worked on the island, but it’s all 
hazy, because folks are so caught up in that One Big Familia myth 
and don’t talk about it much. It all comes back to this, though: so 
much of the colorism problem around the world goes back to the 
colonial powers bringing slavery and all its false justifi cations and 
hierarchies everywhere they went. Then how do a people who have 
supposedly escaped the shadow of empire still manage to cling to 
some of the worst power structures inherent to it?

My parents and I are all right in the muddled middle some-
where, like most Galeranos, a little this, a little that. They both went 
to medical school o6  island, which brought them its own strange 
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outsider status, and then they kept traveling the world, never quite 
settling in any one place. And me? I’m still fi guring it all out, but 
mostly I’m just staying here in the shadows, heard and not seen.

“Did something happen outside?” Tams asks me as Anisette 
clacks onto the stage in her high heels, hugs her son, and takes the 
mic from him.

Yes, indeed. “That guy, Trucks5 .5 .5 .” How to even say it? My 
voice trails o6  with an “Umm5.5.5.”

“The dude who wishes he was a cop so bad it hurts to look at 
him?” She cranes her neck around. “Where is he? Usually, Gerval 
doesn’t leave home without him.”

“See, that’s the thing—”
“Ahoy, mi gente!” Anisette Bisconte croons, half singing, half 

speaking over the loudspeakers as Vedo retreats to his table, shoul-
ders slumped. “And shalom! Before the announcement, we will do 
the customary prayer for the dead. Please rise and Hakham Hidalgo 
will get us started with a brief passage from the Talmud!” Most peo-
ple just call him rabbi, but Anisette winks when she says the more 
traditional Sefaradi term for a religious leader—hakham—probably 
trying to score points with the elders.

Rabbi Hidalgo lumbers to the mic, looking dead serious. Then 
fl ashes a sudden, disarmingly gentle smile and waves at everyone. 
Then he gets somber again. “Be as bold as a leopard,” he recites, 
“and light as the eagle, and swift as the deer to do the will of your 
Father in Heaven.”

That’s the cue.
Tams knows exactly what to do when her dad, Baba Maximo, 

begins listing name after name and Baba Johnny bangs a heavy, 
ribbon-covered stick on the ground. She comes in with a thundering 
roll on the tom in time with the slow pounding dirge and I drop a 
chord full of all the dissonance and shimmer I can muster, just right 
for the muertos. Reading o6  the names o6  the dead is usually Tía 
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Lucia’s part of the ceremony, and it feels a little weird not to hear 
her familiar voice calling them out. I don’t like that she still hasn’t 
shown up yet. It’s not like her, and this night is already too much.

But in this moment, the moment of music, I come alive. No mat-
ter what else is going on—even murder—somehow those notes, they 
protect me, become me, and everything else falls away.

Rabbi Hidalgo begins the mourner’s kaddish, “Yitgadal vayit-
kaddash5.5.5.” All the while, Baba Maximo rattles o6  muerto after 
muerto, and I lead Tams into a bluesy vamp. I spot Chela in the 
crowd behind the rabbi. She’s solemn-faced, head nodding to the 
rhythm. How can she just5 .5 .5 . be here acting normal after what 
she’s done? I imagine myself leaping up, running across the room to 
confront her, telling the world she’s a murderer.

Instead, I just keep playing as the list of names goes on and on.
And here comes the part that always creeps me out: one by one, 

the slightly glowing translucent forms of the ancestors appear all 
around us.

Most muertos aren’t like Aunt Miriam. I’ve always assumed she’s 
superpowered on account of Tía Lucia being a badass spiritualist. 
All that talking and fl itting around the apartment Miram does, 
mostly visible? That’s rare. Usually the dead just kinda hang there 
creepily translucent, unable to talk or move very much. Some wear 
Santero whites or regalia from various Turkish and Spanish and 
West African traditions or torn sailor’s outfi ts. Others have on suits 
and ties, or T-shirts and hoodies, or ballgowns.

I catch myself glancing around for a specter in body armor.
The whole thing, it’s always5 .5 .5 . unnerving. But especially 

tonight, and not just because of what I saw earlier. Something’s dif-
ferent. I can’t put my fi nger on it at fi rst, but then I realize: the 
muertos normally show up with their heads bowed, eyes closed in 
quiet reverence for the ceremony.

Now, though, all those hazy shrouds are glancing around with 
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urgent, worried glares. Something is happening. It’s like they hear a 
distant rumble but can’t fi gure out where it’s coming from. And it’s 
getting louder and louder.

My fi ngers fi nd each chord as I trundle up and down the key-
board, keeping it sparse so everyone can hear each name, keeping it 
a little o6  kilter, a little jangly, a little weird. The San Madrigal way. 
I wonder if Gerval is paying attention.

The song winds down, and the ancestors are fading, still glanc-
ing around fearfully even as they vanish. A concerned murmur 
erupts across the hall.

Tams and I ham it up with the music, all shimmering cym-
bals and elaborate major chords rising in intensity as Anisette takes 
the stage. “Alafi a and shalom!” As is our way, San Madrigalera 
greetings take a while—lotta bases to cover. People settle down, and 
various segments of the room respond in kind; the Santeros cross 
their arms over their chests and dip into slight bows.

“I come with some exciting news tonight!” she says, bopping her 
head in time with our vamp. Sea espiritu. No one looks at us, light 
moves through us. Our music is all we are. “Some news that will 
change the very fabric of our lives!”

Tams hits the cymbals again, totally over the top.
“For centuries, we have been a people of the shadows! Hidden 

from the world! Sea espiritu, the great maestro Archibaldo Coraje 
Medina taught, and maybe, just maybe, we all collectively took that 
advice just a little too seriously!”

Uh5.5.5. this is awkward. No one seems to know what to make of 
this speech, or what the pivot will be, but clearly, it’s coming.

“And tonight I’m here to tell you that it’s fi nally time for San 
Madrigal, our culture, our people, to step out into the spotlight and 
be seen by the world!”

Yo! That is not the kind of thing you shout into a room full of 
pirates! People yell out in confusion, anger. But5 .5 .5 . surprisingly, 
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others cheer, so that shows you what I know. The result is an abso-
lute cataclysm on my ears—just pure dissonance. I signal Tams and 
we play louder to try and drown it all out.

Gerval is really the only example of a Galerano getting any-
where near a spotlight, and he’s caught a small amount of hell for it 
from certain more traditional folks. Others adore him regardless—
or maybe because of it—but either way, he’s the closest we’ve ever 
come to being on a map. Literally. But tonight he seems to have 
taken my old ancestor’s words to heart and melted into the shadows; 
I don’t see the guy anywhere.

Tolo, though, is one of the pissed ones. How is this transition 
of power supposed to work with two opposing sides in play? Guess 
we’ll fi nd out!

“Which is why5.5.5.” Anisette yells into the chaos, nearly peaking 
out the sound system. “Which is why5.5.5. I have decided to put o6  
my planned transition o6  the Cabildo!”

Guess we won’t fi nd out.
More chaos. More yelling.
“For the past fi fteen years,” Anisette continues, “we have lived 

in mourning. Bereft of the very land we call home, we are a people 
in exile! A lost diaspora from a lost island!”

People keep cursing each other out and carrying on, right up 
until Anisette clicks a little remote and an image appears on the wall 
behind me. Everyone gasps and shuts up real quick.

“But no more!”
I can’t see the image. I’m too busy trying to keep this majestic 

epic waltz going.
“No more!” she says again, that big grin plastered across her 

face.
People are standing, blinking, gaping. Finally, I just ramp up the 

song to a dramatic pause and twist myself around.
And then I understand. The slide is a picture of the ocean, the 
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dazzling Caribbean blue beneath a wide-open sky. Three rocky 
embankments peek up from beneath the waves.

It can’t be.
The tips of San Madrigal’s three peaks. Even with barely a 

memory of the island, I recognize them anywhere: they’re plastered 
all over everything.

“Together, we are going to raise our home!” Anisette yells over 
the rising tide of confusion and excitement. “As you can see, we’ve 
already begun!”

“Impossible!” someone yells, but what does such a word mean to 
people from a sunken pirate island with strange gods and bewilder-
ing ceremonies? A people who escaped inquisitions and slavery even 
while the rest of the world su6 ered and shattered?

“The work has only just started,” Anisette insists, motioning at 
everyone to be quiet. “As everyone knows, in order to fi nish raising 
the island, to fulfi ll the prophecy, we will need the three initiated, 
fully awakened children of the original spirits of San Madrigal to 
reveal themselves!”

Everyone knows that? Man5 .5 .5 . the number of things everyone 
knows about my culture that I fi nd out for the fi rst time at some ran-
dom moment like this5.5.5. it just deepens that uncomfortable nagging 
feeling that I don’t really belong, no matter how many songs I have 
memorized or events I perform.

And so I play harder, let the music envelope me, hoping it will 
help (it doesn’t). The voice that says I don’t belong gets louder, tries 
to yell over each note, the clamor of the crowd.

When Anisette says children, it isn’t literal; they do these elaborate 
ceremonies to consecrate people as priests of a certain deity, basi-
cally. My aunt’s spirit is Shango, the thunder santo, so she’s a child 
of Shango. It means they have a whole connection and she’s kind of 
his emissary in the people world, I guess you could say. Tams talks 
about her guardian spirit, Ochossi, like he’s some kind of magical 
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uncle/best friend. It’s pretty awesome, really, I’m just always very 
aware of seeing it from the outside.

But5 .5 .5 . as far as I know, no one’s been initiated to the priest-
hoods of the Madrigal, or Okanla, or Galanika in ages. And the 
fully awakened part is lost on me—some deep cut spirit stu6 , I’m sure.

“Only then5.5.5.” Anisette continues, but someone interrupts her 
with a shout: “¡Basura!” Trash.

“No se puede,” another person insists. It can’t be done.
“What most of you don’t know,” Anisette yells over the rabble, 

“is that all three children of the original santos are here in this room 
with us!”

Wild gu6 aws all around. Angry voices rise, arguing and cursing 
each other out.

I hate seeing my own people squabble like this, even when I feel 
a hundred miles away. It’s like I’m being torn to pieces along with 
them. Turmoil erupts everywhere, inside and out, but that’s what 
music is for. That C minor chord is still a C minor, so I hit it with all 
I’ve got and ri6  up and down the scale. Tams follows along, leaning 
into the snare hits.

“Well,” Anisette says, managing to quiet the boil into a simmer 
again, “there’s the one we all know about, of course!”

Every head in the room seems to turn at once. At fi rst, I think 
they’re looking at Tams. They must be confused, I think. She’s ini-
tiated to one of the other santos—Ochossi, I believe, the orisha of 
hunting.

But when I turn to her to ask what’s going on, she’s looking 
directly at me. And so, I realize, is everybody else.


